




 
Ministry of Women and Child Development  

(Integrated Finance Division)  
.....  

   
          This is regarding release of grant to State govt. of Himachal Pradesh for implementation 
of SRCW project during financial year 2018-19.  
   
2.         An amount of Rs. 24,52,159 /-  (unspent balance of previous FY) was made available to state 
govt. of Himachal Pradesh during FY 2017-18. The Division has now received UC and SOE for the 
same. As per details of the expenditure shown by the Division, the total central share expenditure 
incurred against the above grant is Rs. 11,53,103/-. Therefore, an amount of Rs. 12,99,056/- 
(24,52,159- 11,53,103) is lying unspent with the State Govt.     
   
                                                                                                             
3.               The division has now proposed to release grant for 9 months (75 %) of current FY  after 
adjustment of unspent balance of previous FY. As per scheme guidelines, 75% of the admissible 
Central share amounts to Rs. 26.2575 lakhs.  An amount of Rs. 13,26,694 /- (26,25,750 - 
12,99,056) has been proposed to be released in current instalment.   
   
  4.                 The Bureau Head has approved the proposal.   
   
5.         In view of the above, the Division's proposal to release an amount of  Rs. 13,26,694/-  to 
State govt. of Himachal Pradesh along with authorisation for utilisation of unspent balance of Rs. 
12,99,056/- for implementation of SRCW project during current FY is submitted for consideration. 
The Division may kindly ensure that the UC received from the State Govt. is as specified in GFR, 
2017.   
 
07/01/2019 4:26 PM  

RAVINDER KUMAR  
(ASO)  

Note # 67  
   
 
07/01/2019 5:20 PM  

A Lalitha Rao  
(UNDER SECRETARY)  

Note # 68  
   
 
07/01/2019 6:06 PM  

Pushpa Bisht  
(DS(PB))  

Note # 69  
As proposed.  
     
 
08/01/2019 1:27 PM  

Ali Raza Rizvi  
(AS & FA)  

Note # 70  
   
 
08/01/2019 4:28 PM  

Pushpa Bisht  
(DS(PB))  

Note # 71  
   
 
08/01/2019 5:59 PM  

V. S. Yadav  
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